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Chaoshun Hu1 , Mahesh Kuklani1 , and Paul Panek1
Master of Science in Data Science, Southern Methodist University, Dallas TX 75275
USA
{chaoshunh, mkuklani, ppanek}@smu.edu

Abstract. In this paper we implemented two ways of improving the
performance of reinforcement learning algorithms. We proposed a new
equation to prioritize transition samples to improve model accuracy, and
by deploying a generalized solver of randomly-generated two-dimensional
mazes on a distributed computing platform, our dual-network model is
available to others for further research and development. Reinforcement
Learning is concerned with identifying the optimal sequence of actions for
an agent to take in order to reach an objective to achieve the highest score
in the future. Complex situations can lead to computational challenges
in terms of both finding the best answer and the training time required
to do so. Our prioritization algorithm increased model accuracy by 7%
versus a baseline model with no prioritization, and using five workers on
the RAY platform using RLlib achieved a 4.5X acceleration in training
time versus using one worker.

1

Introduction

Along with supervised learning and unsupervised learning, Reinforcement Learning (RL) is one the three basic machine learning paradigms. RL is concerned with
finding the best course of action someone, or something, can take at a particular
point in time in order to achieve a goal. Applying the discipline to complex scenarios can lead to computational challenges both in terms of learning stability
and long training times. These can prevent effective deployment in time-sensitive
applications.
The history of RL has two main threads: one concerns learning by trial and
error, and started in the psychology of animal learning [1]. The other aims at
the problem of optimal control and its solution using value functions and dynamic programming. These two plus a less distinct thread concerning temporaldifference methods came together in the late 1980s to produce the modern field
of RL. Up to now, notable examples of deep RL include learning to play Atari
games using pixels [2], mastering Go [3] or beating the world’s top professionals
at the game of Poker.
Reinforcement Learning is different from supervised and unsupervised learning in part because it is learning from interaction. It finds optimal decisions
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sequentially. When an agent takes an action in an environment, it learns to adjust subsequent actions by observing the results and rewards of those actions in
order to maximize the total return over the course of the entire experience [1].
In situations where the environment is simple, choices are few, and the connection between value to the agent and the action taken is clear, the decision
rules can be developed and implemented quickly. Such conditions are often unrealistic. Complex environments, continuous decision spaces, unknown rewards,
and conditions where the sequence of actions is important can present meaningful computational challenges. Deep learning can address these challenges [1].
DeepMind pioneered the combination of RL with deep learning to create
the first artificial agents which construct and learn their own knowledge directly
from raw inputs, such as vision, without any hand-engineered features or domain
heuristics[2]. This knowledge is represented by a Q- Network which estimates the
total reward an agent can expect to receive after taking a particular action. In
order to address computational issues which could result in unstable learning and
cause the combination of RL with neural networks to fail, DeepMind improved
Q-learning algorithms (also called deep Q-networks, or DQN) by storing all of the
agent’s experiences and then randomly sampling and replaying them to provide
diverse and uncorrelated training data. Amazingly, DQN achieved human-level
performance in almost half of the 50 Atari games to which it was applied; far
beyond any previous method.
While such algorithms can handle complex environments, they can be prohibitively slow to train. The situation faced by the agent may be a “live” situation, and may be time sensitive, therefore long training time could preclude
practical deployment.
In this paper, our contribution is to implement two ways to improve the
performance of complex RL algorithms, both in terms of increasing model accuracy and reducing training time. We present a novel equation to prioritize
training observations to increase model accuracy. We also deployed a solver of
randomly-generated two-dimensional mazes on a distributed platform to illustrate the impact of distributed computing. By deploying this solver on OpenAI
Gym using RAY/RLlib, we make a complex maze solver available for others to
use in this environment as a tool for further research and testing. The prioritized training algorithm yielded a 7% improvement in expected value to the
agent navigating the maze, and deployment on the distributed platform yielded
a 4.5X acceleration in training time.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we provide basic concepts of
RL and brief introduction to Q-learning. In Section 3 we describe the related
work being done in RL. Section 4 contains methodology we use to train our 2dimensional maze game using experience replay and prioritized experience replay
algorithms. In Section 5 we describe our results and the advantages of using a
prioritized experience replay method along with distributed computing. Lastly,
in Section 6 we discuss our conclusions and future work.
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2

Reinforcement Learning-A Primer

RL is concerned with identifying decision rules to enable an Agent to choose a
course of Action that would maximize the value of the experience for that Agent.
The basic idea behind RL shown in Fig. 1. is that an Agent, operating in an
Environment, observes the State of the Environment, chooses a course of Action
which generates a Reward for the Agent and advances the Environment and the
Agent to the next State[4].

Fig. 1. Working of RL environment

The field relies on the following terminology described in Table 1.
Table 1. Reinforcement Learning terminology
Agent
Environment

State

s

Action

a

Time
Policy
Reward
Value

t
π
and r

Discount Rate γ
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Who (or what) is taking the action considered
The general field in which the agent is operating. For example, this
could be a game, a chat-bot interacting with a customer, a robot
placing an object on a shelf, or a supply chain management process.
The environment in this paper is a two-dimensional maze.
Where the agent is in the environmental process. This includes the
conditions in the environment and the range of available courses of
action at that particular point.
The single step taken at a point in time. An Action takes us from
one state to the next.
The place in the sequence which we are referring to.
The rules used to decide what action to take.
The value assigned to the result of taking an action. The value is
not only the reward of taking a specific action at the time the action
is taken, but also includes the expected value of all future actions
given the immediate action taken. There may be a substantial delay
between the action taken and realized rewards.
Distinguish between values received now vs. in the future. The discount rate accounts for the concepts of both inflation and uncertainty in that an expected reward in the future is less certain than
an immediate reward now.

3
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The RL process quantifies the expected value of Actions taken allowing the
Agent to choose the one with the highest value. This can be summarized with the
following equation (1), known as the State-Action-Value function, or Q-Value[5].
X
Qπ (s, a) = r(s, a) + γ
P (s0 |s, a)maxa0 Qπ (s0 , a0 )
(1)
s0

The value given to the Agent at a particular State and Action pair is represented by (2)
Qπ (s, a)
(2)
the reward obtained by the Agent as a result of taking the above (2) Action
in this State is given by 3
r(s, a)
(3)
plus the expected discounted Value of the sum of all the future States that
an Agent can take as shown in equation below (4):
– The Agent has taken Action a in state s, and
– All future Actions will be taken based on the highest expected Value
γ

X

P (s0 |s, a)maxa0 Qπ (s0 , a0 )

(4)

s0

When the Environment is simple and there is a limited number of potential
Actions, it may be possible to simply tabulate the combination of States and
Actions, and associate them with the resulting Q-Values. If conditional probabilities and Values are available for all potential scenarios, it is possible to select
the Action with the highest expected Value from a predetermined table where
States and potential Actions and the Q value for all (s, a) pairs can simply be
tabulated and the highest Value actions chosen, with no learning required [6].
An illustration of such a tabulation (Q-Table) is shown below in Fig. 2.
However, these conditions are often not realistic. Most Environments have a
multi-dimensional continuous observation space. Memorizing an infinite number
of keys using a dictionary is not possible. Q-learning [7] is a commonly used
model-free RL algorithm. It associates Value (Q-Value) to the Agent with an
Action taken in a specific State of the Environment, and updates it as subsequent
Actions are taken.
Model-free implementations of RL based on Q-Values require that Rewards
from all potential Actions in all potential States be estimated along with the
conditional probabilities of all Actions in all States in order to quantify all scenarios. One common simplifying assumption is to view sequential decisions as a
Markov Decision Process (MDP) which consists of a set of finite Environment
States(s), a set of possible actions A(s) in each state, a real valued Reward R(s)
and a transition model P(S’, S|A). In situations where the Environment is simple, choices are few, and the connection between Value to the Agent and the
Action taken is clear, decision rules can be developed and implemented quickly.
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Fig. 2. Q Learning using Q-Table

Such assumptions and conditions, however, are not always practical. The
number of potential States and Actions may be prohibitively large or continuous, and the Rewards/Values from taking an Action may not be known in
advance. The decision path of how one arrives at a particular State may also
be important, violating an assumption behind an MDP. Under such conditions,
the Environment may need to be simulated, and a neural network may be the
appropriate tool to learn the appropriate Actions.
2.1

Deep Reinforcement Learning

RL algorithms that incorporate deep learning can beat world champions at the
game of Go as well as human experts playing numerous Atari video games. While
that may sound trivial, it’s a vast improvement over their previous accomplishments, and the state of the art is progressing rapidly.
Similarly, the objective of a deep RL model is to allow an Agent facing a decision regarding what course of Action to take in a given moment (a particular
state in an Environment) in order to maximize the value of its complete interaction with that Environment until the experience ends and a terminal State is
reached. Decisions are sequential, meaning that a decision made by the agent
at t_n determines the range and likelihoods of possible outcomes in subsequent
periods. An Agent learns to make decisions by observing the results of decisions
in specific situations and deciding on the course of Action which will maximize
the Value (Rewards) of the entire experience in the Environment.
In deep RL, the training dataset is generated by the Actions of a training
Agent. These Actions can be simulated. The data connects the State of the
Environment with the Actions taken and the resulting Rewards and Values,
but there are no labels. In this paper, we train a network to approximate a Q
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Function, matching the Value to the Agent over the course of the interaction
with the Environment and the Actions taken.
Deep RL using DQN can present certain challenges. First, the data sets
can be very sample-inefficient. A significant proportion of the Agent’s Actions
may not add meaningful value, therefore may not be helpful in determining a
solution. Given the number of potential States in an Environment (e.g. potential
positions on a chess board) and the breadth of possible Actions (e.g. potential
moves), a large volume of training data can be required to learn the connections
between States, Actions, and Rewards. For example, in [8] the best Rainbow
DQN method needed 18 million frames to surpass mean human performance.
Another common issue is that the structure of an Environment, the sequences of
available options in each State of an Environment, can lead to highly correlated
data. Once an Agent goes down one decision path and earns a Reward, its future
Actions and Rewards are a function of that first decision made. This, in turn
can lead to feedback loops and instability in the learning process where weights
oscillate and losses diverge. These issues can cause the training times of DQN
models to be prohibitively long.
Nevertheless, RL algorithms that incorporate deep learning can be very effective. They have defeated world champions at the game of Go, Chess and have
proven proficient in a variety of video games. While this may seem trivial, it is
proof that the methodology can solve extremely complex problems, and achieve
state of the art results rapidly.

3

Related Work

Accelerating the training process has been the objective of a number of research
projects in the RL community, with authors pursuing a number of different
approaches.
Meta-Learning is an approach for pre-training models using data similar
to or related to but not directly from the target scenario. The idea is that if the
model is pre-trained either on the same Environment but with different goals, or
in a similar Environment with the same goals, a model can adapt to the objective
with relatively little new training data[9].
Temporal Difference Learning uses the difference in Reward values in
consecutive States to isolate the impact of the change in Value to the Action
taken in a more immediate way, particularly when the time between Action and
Reward is long[10].
Tim Elfrink explores alternative ways of approaching the exploration vs exploitation trade-off applied to RL using Deep Q networks. Environments evaluated include “Mountian Car”, “Pong”, and “Breakout” video games[11].
Experience Replay accelerates the learning process by managing the distribution of data which is used to train the model. A data set may be dominated
by very similar observations which with low rewards. If high Value observations
are rare, the algorithm devotes resources to training on a significant portion of
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data that does not add value to the learning. Oversampling of high value instances has been shown to accelerate training in a variety of Atari Video Game
Environments[12]. Experience replay is often used to train deep Q networks. In
experience replay an Agent experience is stored in dataset called replay memory.
An Agent’s experience at time t is et .
At time t Agent’s experience et is defined as a tuple given in equation (5)
below:
et = (St , at , rt+1 , st+1 )

(5)

This tuple contains the State of the Environment st , the Action at taken
from the State st , the Reward rt+1 given to the Agent at time t+1 is the result
of the previous State-Action pair (st , at ), and the next State of the Environment
st+1 [13].

4

Methodology

In this section, we describe value-based Deep Q-Learning (DQN) and Double
Deep Q-Learning (DDQN) algorithms. Section 4.1 describes the concepts and
the implementation workflow of a DQN and DDQN. Section 4.2 describes our
baseline model which uses two dense layers and an experience replay algorithm.
In section 4.3 we set forth a variant model which uses prioritized experience
replay. In section 4.4 we introduced our improved prioritized experience replay
which combines the current transition and absolute TD error. Lastly in Section
4.5, we describe OpenAI Gym and Ray RLlib which are powerful AI distributed
platform where we deployed our models.
4.1

DQN and DDQN algorithms

Q in DQN and DDQN stands for Q-learning. Q-learning is a model free form
of RL. It is the most commonly used algorithm for RL to solve problems using
Markov Decision Process(MDPs)[7]. It is also known as tabular Q-learning and Q
in Q-table is for quality of the Action. Q-Table is a lookup table where maximum
future Reward for an Action at each State is calculated. It has been observed
that the performance of Q-learning degrades as the number of State Action pairs
increases. A Q-learning algorithm is described in Fig. 3. below[14].
It starts with an empty table for Q(s, a). After obtaining (s, a, r, s0 ) from
the Environment, it makes a Bellman update based on the equation (6) shown
below.
Qs,a ← (1 − α)Qs,a + α(r + γmaxa Qt (st+1 , a))

(6)

Then it goes to check for convergence conditions. If not met, it will go to
obtain a new (s, a, r, s0 ) from the Environment and do the loop iteration.

Published by SMU Scholar, 2020
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Fig. 3. Q-Learning algorithm

Deep Q-Learning Network(DQN)
A deep Q network is a multi-layered neural network that takes States as an
input, and provides an estimate of Q-Value’s for every Action possible in that
State, thus allowing the Agent to select the Action with the highest Q-Value.
For an n-dimensional State space and an Action space containing m Actions,
the neural network is a function approximation from n-dimensional State space
to m-dimensional Action space as shown in Fig. 4. below[6]. The parameters of
the neural network are collectively called θ. Now instead of updating individual
Q-values, updates are made to the parameters of the network to minimize a
differentiable loss function equations shown below (7), (8) [15].

Fig. 4. Deep Q-Learning

L(s, a, | θi ) ≈ (r + γmaxa Q(s0 , a | θi ) − Q(s, a | θi ))2

(7)

θi+1 = θi + α∇L(θi )

(8)

https://scholar.smu.edu/datasciencereview/vol3/iss1/8
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Since the same network is generating the next state target Q-values and
updating the current Q-values, the updates can adversely affect other Q-value
estimates, leading to oscillatory performance or even divergence[16][17].
In deep Q-Learning first the experiences et = (st , at , rt , st+1 ) are stored in
replay memory and sampled uniformly during training time. Second, a separate target network Q̂ provides stale update targets to the main network[15].
This helps partially decouple target network feedback from the network generating its own targets. Finally, an adaptive learning rate method RMSProp [18]
or ADADelta [19] maintains a per-parameter learning rate α, and adjusts α
according to the history of gradient updates to that parameter[15].
Double Deep Q-learning Network(DDQN)
The primary use of using Double Q-Learning is to reduce overestimations by
decomposing the max operation in the target into Action selection and Action
evaluation[20]. In this network TD-Target and Q(s, a) are estimated separately
by two different neural networks, which are often called the target, and primary
Q-networks. The parameters θ(i − 1) consisting of weights and biases belong to
the target-network while θ(i) belong to the primary Q-Network. This network
differs from Double Q-learning where the weights of the second network are
replaced by the weights of the target network for evaluation of the current greedy
policy[20].
The Actions of the AI Agents are selected according to the behavior Policy
π(a|s). On the other side, the greedy target Policy φ(a|s) selects only Actions a0
that maximize Q(s, a), that is used to calculate the TD-Target as shown in Fig.
5. below[21].

Fig. 5. Double DQN

The original algorithm in ”Double-Q-learning” can be described as follows
where the original double q-learning algorithm uses two independent estimates
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QA and QB . With a 0.5 probability, we use estimate QA to determine the maximizing action, but use it to update QB . Conversely we use QB to determine the
maximizing action, but use it to update QA . By doing so, we obtain an unbiased
estimator QA for the expected Q value and inhibit bias [22]. The algorithm used
by this process is as shown below in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Double DQN Original

4.2

Baseline Model: Experienced Replay (ER)

The first step is to establish a base-line model. We use the keras deep learning
library on top of Google’s tensorflow for our baseline model. The summary of
the baseline model is shown in Fig. 7. A maze consists of rectangular grid of
cells (usually square), a rat, and a ”cheese” cell. This model uses deep learning
and has the following layers:
1. Sequential
2. One input layer,
3. one hidden layer with the total number of nodes equal to the size of the
maze.
4. Output layer mapped to four possible actions
5. ReLu Activation
6. Total no. of observation which are equal to parameters is 42,628.
The baseline model included Experience Replay(ER). This is a memory management process in which, for every time period t, the Agents State, Action,
Reward and the next State is stored in data set D = e1, ..., en pooled over many
episodes into a replay memory [23] [24]. During the inner loop of the algorithm,
Q-learning or minibatch updates are applied to the samples of experience e in
D, drawn at random from the pool of stored samples. After ER the agent takes

https://scholar.smu.edu/datasciencereview/vol3/iss1/8
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Fig. 7. Baseline Model

an Action based on E -greedy policy. The Q-function works on fixed a length
representation of histories produced by a function φ. The algorithm is presented
in Fig. 8 below[2].

Fig. 8. Deep Q Network with Experience Replay

Published by SMU Scholar, 2020
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4.3

Variant Model: Prioritized Experience Replay (PER)

Prioritized Experience Replay takes the ER concept a step forward by oversampling more important transitions over those that add less value to the learning
process.
This should make the algorithm faster, more efficient and more effective. It
does so by increasing the frequency of replay of transitions with higher temporal
difference error (TD error), which can be thought of as the change in the Value
to the Agent from taking a particular Action. More specifically, it is the error
term between the Value expected to be received, and that actually received, or
the next estimate of what will be received. This makes TD error a measure of
importance of the transition to the learning process. PER workflow using DDQN
[2] is shown as in Fig. 9 below:

Fig. 9. Double Deep Q Network with Prioritized Experience Replay

https://scholar.smu.edu/datasciencereview/vol3/iss1/8
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However, since we are using TD error which is a first order approximation
of gradient, a large step size in direction of TD error will be disruptive. This is
because TD error is locally reliable but larger steps have global repercussions as
shown in equation (9) below: [8]
pt = |δt| + e

(9)

We use these two examples to highlight the learning times of two Agents performing Q-learning updates on transitions drawn from the same replay memory.
The first Agent replays transitions uniformly at random, and the second Agent
invokes prioritized transitions [12].
PER is a stochastic replay method, it is designed to replay the buffer more
efficiently and expected to improve performance but the computation complexity
is O(NlogN) and the implementation is also very complex.
4.4

Improved PER

The above PER gives the latest transition a high priority but is not guaranteed
to be replayed immediately. To stabilized this PER issue we considered adding
the latest transition into the PER transition sample selection by a weight (w)
priority calculation between TD error and current reward as shown in equation
(10) below.
pt = w ∗ |δt| + (1 − w) ∗ Rt + e

(10)

Our method will also attempt to remedy the effect of having a large replay
buffer by ensuring the latest transitions are sampled.
4.5

OpenAI Gym and Ray RLlib

A recent trend with deep learning is to add more computation [25] with more
powerful models [26] and larger datasets [27] that yield more impressive results[28]. We considered a distributed implementation of our RL learning on Ray
platform[29]. We rewrote our QMaze game based on the OpenAI Gym framework. OpenAI Gym is an interface to reinforcement learning tasks[30]. OpenAI
Gym combines Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) and RLlib benchmark for
continuous control into a package that is easily accessible and convenient to use.
It includes multiple environments that use a common interface.
Any RL algorithm tries to maximize the Reward of the Agent as the Agent
interacts with the Environment. OpenAI Gym is considered episodic learning
where the tasks of an Agent are broken down into episodes. For every episode,
the State is randomly selected from a distribution and the Agent interacts with
the Environment until it reaches terminal State. The goal of episodic RL is to
maximize the total Reward per episode and simultaneously achieve a very high
performance level in as few episodes as possible
Below Fig. 10 shows the algorithm for the code snippet that need to be
implemented for OpenAI Gym to work with RLlib,
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Fig. 10. OpenAI Gym

Ray RLlib is a framework for developing and evaluating RL algorithms. We
ran the proposed method on deep RL benchmarks (RLlib) that feature sparse
Rewards.
To implement a distributed DDQN with the new PER on the RAY platform,
we have a parameter server and a centralized replay buffer which are shared with
every learner and Agent process. The Agents carry out roll-outs and send them
to the centralized replay buffer, from which the learner samples Experiences and
updates its parameters. After the learner updates its parameters, it sends them
to the parameter server. The Agent then syncs its own neural network parameters. Because, all of these processes happen in parallel, efficiency is improved
meaningfully [31].

5

Results

The Baseline Model with Experience Replay (Section 4.2), and the Variant
Model (Section 4.3 and Section 4.4) with Prioritized Experience Replay were
deployed using the OpenAI gym toolkit and RAY RLlib (Section 4.5). The algorithms were applied to learn how to navigate a twelve cell by twelve cell two
dimensional maze, which is described in Fig. 11 below. The performance of the
two models was then compared in terms of model accuracy and compute time.
The Variant model with Prioritized Experience Replay resulted in an average
model score 7% higher than that of the baseline model. The Compute time using
5 workers on the distributed computing platform was 4.5X faster than that using
only one worker. These results are described more fully in the sections below,
but provide a proof of concept that improvement in model performance using
PER and acceleration using available toolkits are possible.

https://scholar.smu.edu/datasciencereview/vol3/iss1/8
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5.1

Environment

The environment used to test the speed and effectiveness of our algorithms is a
twelve cell by twelve cell two-dimensional maze illustrated in Fig. 11 below.

Fig. 11. A maze game with two-dimensional 12 x 12 cell.

The Agent, in this case a mouse, starts in the top left corner [2,2] (or [1,1]
using Python index notation), and seeks to find cheese in the bottom right corner
[11,11] as quickly as possible. Other characteristics of this environment include:
1. There are 25 cells in the maze which the Agent cannot occupy. These are
denoted as red cells, and are referred to as “blocked” cells. These cells represent the walls in the maze that prevent the Agent from going anywhere it
wants.
2. At each point in time, the Agent must decide whether it wants to take one
of four possible Actions; to move one space up, down, left or right.
3. There is no stochastic element to the Action resulting from the decision.
That is, if the Agent chooses to go left, the probability that it moves to the
left is 100
4. The Reward received by the Agent for making a decision depends on the
result of following through on that decision. The Rewards for each result are
set forth in Table 2 below.
(a) As a concrete example, if the mouse is in the upper left corner of Fig. 11
and decides to go up or to the left, it will earn a Reward of -1 for trying
to move off the edge of the maze which is blocked.

Published by SMU Scholar, 2020
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(b) If the mouse decides to move right, it will earn a Reward of -1 because
that cell is a blocked cell, if it decides to move down, it will earn a reward
of -.04.
(c) A small negative Reward for forward progress is intentional in order to
discourage unproductive movement that is not otherwise discouraged. It
may seem more intuitive to give a positive reward for forward progress,
but one must remember that the purpose of the algorithm is to find the
best path, not to make a map from a known starting point to a known
destination.
5. The Value to the Agent of the entire interaction with the Environment is
the sum of the Rewards from each decision made.

Fig. 12. Agents movement in maze game.

6. The game is considered to be won if the target cell is reached, and lost if the
cumulative reward reaches -32.
Table 2. Rewards in maze game
State
Reach the destination
Traverse back to visited blocks
Enter blocked cells
None of the above

Rewards
1
-0.25
-1
-0.04

The Reward structure merits some discussion. It could be somewhat subjective, but it should reflect the value of the decision being made. In Table 2, the
Reward for bumping into a blocked cell is -1, while the Reward for returning
to a previously visited cell is -0.25. This implies that it is four times costlier to
bump into a blocked cell than it is to move backwards. This may be appropriate
if bumping into a blocked cell is analogous to a robot bumping into a fragile
piece of equipment and damaging it, and inefficient movement is not as costly.

https://scholar.smu.edu/datasciencereview/vol3/iss1/8
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Likewise, the choice of -32 as the score at which to end the game can also be
subjective, but should reflect the economics of the objective while considering
modeling implications. The choice of negative end-point has a number of implications. First, it represents a tolerance for error. This may be thought of as how
many walls is it acceptable to bump into. Second, setting the end-point with too
little tolerance for error could preclude subsequent learning. The scenario with
the highest overall value could be one with a substantially negative intermediate
cumulative value. Finally, a substantially negative value at which to end the
game is helpful in differentiating between success and failure in cases where the
value of reaching the destination, in this case the cheese, is 1.
5.2

Impact of Prioritized Experience Replay (PER) vs. Experience
Replay (ER)

Fig. 13. below sets forth the results of learning to navigate a maze using Experience Replay (ER) only, and learning using Prioritized Experience Replay
(PER). The statistic measured is the mean score, where the score is the average
cumulative Reward earned after referenced number of epochs, where an epoch
is one simulated game used for training.

Fig. 13. Score vs Epoch for ER and PER.

The mean score, or Reward, earned using PER was .89 vs .83 using ER only,
representing a 7% increase after 200 epochs. The difference is more pronounced
with fewer epochs.
It may be tempting to consider that the same accuracy can be achieved with
fewer epochs using PR than just ER alone. While technically true, this may
not be as useful when one considers that it takes longer to run an epoch using
PER than it does to run one using only ER. This must be considered before
considering the utility of running fewer iterations of a more accurate model.
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5.3

Impact of Distributed Computing

The PER algorithm weights the importance of State-Action pairs by the Rewards
earned as well the change in Value, which increases both the computational and
memory requirements, creating a further burden on compute time.
Given the need for substantial computing capacity in training DDQN RL
models, we deployed our algorithms, including PER, on the RAY’s RLlib platform which includes a suite of tools specifically designed for RL as described in
Section 4.5. While distributed computing is not new, the implementation of a
maze solver using this tool-set is. It is now available for others to use.

Fig. 14. Compute time evaluation with RayLib.

The distributed computation performs efficiently by utilizing multiple processes and also improves exploration of the Agent. In our implementation which
uses CPU only, using five workers enabled the algorithms to run 4.5X faster than
using single worker. Details are set forth above in Fig. 14.

6

Conclusion

By providing a history of RL, we hoped to convey the nature of the evolution
of RL algorithms. This evolution is characterized by the development and refinement of algorithms targeted at relaxing unrealistic simplifying assumptions
like MDP, resolving fundamental challenges like unknown targets, computational
issues like unstable gradient descent, and prohibitively slow training times. Examples of meaningful algorithm innovations have included double DQN models
and variants of experience replay. Such innovations, due to their complexity,
come with a cost of computational intensity. In this paper we have shown that a
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more complex algorithm like our modified PER can result in higher model accuracy, and the computational cost can be more than mitigated using a distributed
computational platform. While a small two-dimensional maze is a relatively simple problem, we expect that the benefits demonstrated here will be larger for
more complex problems.
In the spirit of continued algorithm evolution, we have deployed our solver
of randomly-generated mazes on RAY in RLlib for others to build on in further
research. There are many ways to further explore improvement in RL algorithms
which can use our maze solver as a starting point. These include:
1. Alternative exploration vs exploitation strategies and parameters
2. Monte-Carlo simulation vs Temporal-Difference based strategies in data selection
3. Alternative neural network configurations
4. Alternative reward design strategies
5. More investigation into the advantage of the proposed PER over the classic
PER method in other applications
We hope, that by providing this algorithm and approach, we can help others
focus their energy on improving it further or solving the next problem, rather
than re-inventing this particular wheel.

7
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